We show how coalgebras can be presented by operations and equations. We discuss the basic properties of this presentation and compare it with the usual approach.
Introduction
There is a growing interest in universal coalgebra motivated by its connections with the theory of systems (see, e.g., 19]). Coalgebras are understood as coalgebras for an endofunctor F : Set ! Set, i.e., as pairs (A; ) consisting of a set A and a mapping : A ! FA. In universal algebra, algebras are usually given by operations and equations. In this paper we explore an analogous approach to coalgebras (suggested in 5, 18] ). This approach is available over any category X and starts with an observation that, in universal algebra, one works with m-tuples of n-ary operations A n ! A m . Since universal coalgebra is a universal algebra over the category Set op , one should here work with operations n A ! m A (where n and m are sets).
In the rst section, we show that these operations are naturally present in modal logic. In the second section, we introduce them, together with coequations, and show that they are powerful enough to give coalgebras for F : Set ! Set. In the third section we deal with implicit operations, i.e., potential operations n A ! m A available in a given concrete category. We prove a general Birkho theorem saying that covarieties of coalgebras are always de nable by coequations in implicit operations. The last section presents the theorem of Davis 5] saying that any conceivable category of coalgebras can be given by operations and coequations provided that we allow n and m to be proper classes.
We work in G odel-Bernays set theory with the axiom of choice for classes. It means that all proper classes are isomorphic, in particular to the class Ord of all ordinals. Categories are assumed to be locally small, which means that they have a class of objects and sets of morphisms between any two given objects. Occasionally we encounter categories which do not satisfy this requirement and we call them illegitimate.
Modal Predicates
We show that a predicate P on Kripke frames, or more generally on coalgebras, is invariant under bisimulation i it depends naturally on Kripke frames. We assume familiarity with the basics of modal logic and universal coalgebra (see e.g. 4, 19, 9, 10] ).
Kripke frames
A Kripke frame A = (A; ) consists of a carrier set A and a function : A ! PA. We think of (a) as the set of successors of a. Given More detailed explanations and a proof is given in the next subsection in the more general framework of coalgebras. Each category of coalgebras comes equipped with a notion of bisimulation or, as we prefer to call it, behavioural equivalence. There are di erent but equivalent ways to de ne this notion, the following one seems to be appropriate in our setting (in the case X = Set). It formalises the idea that behavioural equivalence is the smallest equivalence relation which is invariant under coalgebra morphisms. We de ne two notions, the second taking`colourings' into account: Given C 2 X, a colouring v for a coalgebra A is an arrow UA ! C (generalising valuations of modal logic where C = PProp). Since 
commutes and (Uf 1 )(a 1 ) = (Uf 2 )(a 2 ).
Proof. Let denote the relation de ned by condition (1).
is immediate. For the converse, note that contains the generating pairs of and is re exive and symmetric.
is transitive, since A has pushouts and U preserves these.
We now generalise the semantics of modal formulas from the previous subsection, P A (v; a) below replacing '] ] A (v; a).
De nition 1.6 (Modal and Behavioural Predicates). Consider U : A ! Set. A predicate P in colours from C 2 Set is an operation which determines for each A 2 A, v : UA ! C, a 2 UA a truth value P A (v; a) 2 f0; 1g:
P is called a modal predicate i (A; v; a) (B; w; b) ) P A (v; a) = P B (w; b) (3) for all w : UB ! C and a 2 UA. We also write A; v; a j = P or a 2 P A (v) for P A (v; a) = 1.
In case that C = 1 we call P a behavioural predicate and drop the v as e.g. in A; a j = P or
The following is immediate from the respective de nitions. 
We now show that invariance of a predicate C U ! 2 U under behavioural equivalence is equivalent to the naturality of C U ! 2 U . First note that C U and 2 U indeed give rise to functors: For any U : A ! X and C 2 X, C U is the functor X(U?; C) : A op ! X which maps A 2 A to the set of arrows X(UA; C) = C UA and a morphism f : A ! B to the function X(Uf; C) = C Uf mapping a w : UB ! C to w Uf.
In terms of modal logic (i.e., A = KF, X = Set, C = PProp), C U maps a frame A to the set of valuations UA ! C and a morphism f : A ! B to the function C Uf : C UB ! C UA which takes a valuation w for B and transforms it into a valuation w Uf for A. Also note that 
The Logic of Modal Predicates
We show that modal predicates are closed under boolean operators, atomic propositions, and modal operators. We also investigate a notion of substitution explaining why modal logic prefers propositions to colours. x " X X = x id X ; FX X = x X X :
We have seen that categories of coalgebras for a functor are coequational. But often, one is more interested in subcovarieties of these categories. Here, a full subcategory C of a concrete category K will be called a covariety i it is closed under coproducts, subobjects, and quotient objects. 19, 6, 17, 11, 7] . Conversely, for any subobject S ! RX, take the cokernel pair f; g : RX ! A and compose it with A : A ! RUA given by the unit of the adjunction U a R. Then the pair A f; A g produces the pair of natural transformations X U ! Y U in our sense. Thus, in the presence of cofree coalgebras, our approach is equivalent to the coequations-as-subobjects-of-cofree-objects approach.
Without cofree coalgebras, there are related concepts of a coequation in 2] and 16]. They are subsumed by coequations in implicit operations.
We already mentioned that a class de nable by coequations in implicit operations is a covariety. We now show the converse. (6) where true = x f is given by the constant function f : X ! 2; x 7 ! 1. Each C 2 C satis es (6).
Conversely, assume that A satis es all coequations (6). Then we have, due to Proposition 1.5, 2. Our proof works in the universe of nite sets, i.e., every covariety of nite coalgebras is given by coequations in implicit operations. This is the \Reiterman Theorem" 15] for coalgebras.
3. The just proved theorem does not mean that C is coequational. We can not exclude that the interpretation of the implicit operations ' X are not forced to be the given ones.
Hence the theorem does not solve Problem 2.7.
Davis' Theorem
We may allow signatures with (X; Y )-ary operation symbols where X and Y are classes.
It leads to meta-coequational categories. Every meta-coequational category is co-Beck. where is the comultiplication. Since RRX and RX are given by 1-ltered colimits, this equaliser is an 1-ltered colimit of U-split equalisers in C (we are also using that U creates U-split equalisers). Since X is a set, some R-coalgebra homomorphism c i : C i ! (X; ) splits, i.e., c i s = id X for some s : (X; ) ! C i . Hence (X; ) is isomorphic to some C-object. 
